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A growing population means an ever
increasing carbon footprint. While the
country is no stranger to the harsh
climate, the world, as we know it, now
experiences much harsher climate
changes. Not only does this pose a
threat to humans, this also threatens
the country's agricultural sector and our
farmers. Thankfully, modern advances
in farming technologies give farmers a
fighting chance in mitigating the effects
of climate change.
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Anihan Magazine is a semi-annual,
bilingual publication of the Philippine
Center for Postharvest Development and
Mechanization (PHilMech).
The magazine features success stories
of PHilMech's technology adopters,
as well as its generators. Apart from
technology adopters and generators,
we also feature stories from the
agency's partners and the people behind
PHilMech's recognizable technologies.
If you would like to make any comments,
suggestions or even have your article
published, please feel free to e-mail us at
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EDITORIAL
Climate Change and Agriculture
Strong typhoons. Rising sea levels.
Massive floods. Prolonged heat waves.
Worsening drought.
These are just some of the aftermath of
climate change, a significant, long term
change in the global climate.
Thus, climate change impacts on
agriculture. These impacts include crop
damage, reduced yields, threatened
poultry and livestock and so forth. In short,
climate change threatens the country’s
food security.
To mitigate this climate change, various
measures can be done. Policies favorable
for the environment.

Technological innovations. Reduction of
carbon footprints.
For its part, PHilMech designs and
develops technologies that are climate
resilient. By climate resilience, we mean
“the ability to anticipate, prepare for
and respond to hazardous events or
disturbances related to climate” (Center
for Climate and Energy Solutions).
Among the climate resilient technologies
of PHilMech are the greenhouse solar
tunnel dryer (GSTD), biomass furnace,
conversion of wastes into fuel, among
others. It also promotes rice technologies
under the Rice Competitiveness
Enhancement Fund (RCEF) that are

climate resilient. These include the
precision seeder, transplanter and
combine harvester.
This issue of the Anihan Magazine is an
attempt to create awareness on climate
change and how the agriculture sector
can respond to it. By discussing issues,
we hope to inform the public about what
they need to know about climate change
and how they can help mitigate climate
change in their own little ways.
We thank our colleagues, friends and
partners in sharing their knowledge and
expertise about climate change. We know,
our readers will benefit much from this
knowledge sharing.
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TWO-IN-ONE DRYING TECHNOLOGY
DON MIGUEL C. CAPARIÑO

N

atural disasters like floods, landslides,
droughts or even cyclones, are not new to
the Philippines. Our geographic location
allows us to expect the worst in terms of climates.

products due to longer rainy periods. Ultimately,
this results to great income losses.

Frequent extreme weather events such as rising
sea levels, rising temperatures and heavy rainfalls
are consequences of climate change that affects
our agricultural sector.

Eco-Friendly PHilMech Dryer

Keeping things positive, Agriculture Secretary
Dr. William D. Dar is confident that the Philippine
agriculture and fishery sectors will survive, reboot
and grow despite the numerous challenges we
face - including the COVID-19 pandemic.
But how could this be possible with the presence
of an intensifying change in climate?
A major problem that the Philippine agriculture
faces is the presence of typhoons, which are now
longer and stronger than before due to climate
change. While rain is definitely needed for irrigation
purposes, the damages sustained during the
typhoon season are already in the scale of billions
of pesos.
Relating to this problem, small-scale
agribusinesses (including FCAs) often encounter
problems processing high-value crops and food
4
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Luckily, a solution is already at hand.

larger and has a drying capacity four-times greater
due to its multi-tray drying cabinets.
The greenhouse can be installed on plastered
concrete pavement with hygienic floor coating
that can function as a heat collector. Fans draw in
ambient air, circulate hot air inside the greenhouse
while also drawing out moist air.
It also has a biomass furnace that acts as its
heat source during prolonged rainy periods. The
structural design of the technology can protect the
products from birds and insects, and from possible
exposure to contaminants, that could cause food
safety issues.

PHilMech, spearheaded by the Agricultural
Mechanization Division (AMD), has developed a
technology that could solve the problem on drying
processes during rainy periods in the country.
This is the greenhouse solar dryer with a biomass
furnace and multi-layer drying trays.
This project is a COVID-19 pandemic research,
development and extension efforts to ensure
sustained food security and livelihood.
The technology is a greenhouse-like facility,
protected with polycarbonate sheets. Inside are
drying tables and multi-tray drying cabinets that
can dry commodities at a greater capacity.
If three cabinets are placed inside the greenhouse,
the total drying area could be increased to around
80 m2 and its drying capacity from around 800 kg
to 1600 kg - its max potential.
In comparison to the multi-commodity solar tunnel
dryer (MCSTD). Its dimension is around 40 percent

Project Head Dr. Romualdo C. Martinez

(LEFT) Initial prototype of a greenhouse solar dryer with a biomass furnace located in Davao, which is used for drying cacao beans. (RIGHT) A greenhouse solar dryer located in
Dapitan, Zamboanga Del Norte used for drying cassava chips. (MIDDLE) PHilMech's latest version and prototype of the greenhouse solar dryer. (PHOTOS: Romualdo Martinez)

This technology only requires renewable energy
to function. Instead of using fossil fuels, which are
identified as the largest source of greenhouse gas
emissions, it is fueled by either rice husk, shredded
biomass, or solid biomass. The fans and the
furnace are electrically powered by solar panels
with storage batteries for off-grid operation.
Overall, this technology is environmentally-safe
since it minimizes the use of harmful chemicals
that produces greenhouse gases.
While sun drying remains to be the cheapest way
in drying practices for farmers, mechanical drying
remains competitive as it offers greater capabilities
in terms of quality, cost, and efficiency.
According to AMD’s Division Chief Dr. Romualdo
C. Martinez, who is also the project leader of
greenhouse solar dryer, there have been no
reports of damaged greenhouse dryers installed
in different project sites even after various strong

typhoons have already passed (most recently
Typhoon Rolly and Ulysses).

climate resilient, it is also environmentally safe,
making it a two-in-one climate neutral technology.

The concept of a parabolic structural design makes
the technology sturdy, lessening the potential
damage brought by strong winds from typhoons.

Not only is it easy to use, it can also be easily
repaired, and is gender-friendly. The structural
materials of the technology used are locally available.

As of 2020, the Greenhouse Solar Dryer has been
able to process different commodities such as
cacao, coffee, cassava products. Currently, there is
an on-going project on chichacorn.

This makes the small-scale agribusinesses (including
FCAs) more inclined to process high-value crops and
food products, while also increasing their production
capacity with its bigger drying capacity.

AMD is also taking action on improving the
technology in terms of enhancing the technology's
drying capability and capacity, reduction of
postharvest losses, product quality maintenance,
increase income and food safety protocols that are
necessary to ensure food-safe dried products.

Now, it is more efficient due to shorter drying
duration, and can consistently produce high quality,
naturally dried and food-safe products at low
operating costs.

After gathering all the needed improvements, the
technology will be ready for commercialization.
PHilMech’s Greenhouse Solar Dryer is not just

With these, farmers, processors and stakeholders
involved can rise above any environmental challenge.
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HARNESSING THE YOUTH'S POTENTIAL IN AGRICULTURE
MICKY TERESA V. CABULOY and GIO ANTON T. BARROGA

"Farming" and "youth" are two words you wouldn’t
normally see in one sentence.
Being a farmer is a rewarding job, but sadly, the
offers no appeal with the youth sector as farming,
by their definition, means being out in the sun for
hours, getting dirty, only to be paid far less than
what they should be earning with a desk job.
While farmers are considered to be the backbone
of this country, the youth stray away from this
profession. Thankfully, with the presence of
modern technology, attracting the youth into
farming could become a lot easier.
Youth for Mechanization #Y4M
Farmers are ageing and the youth are our only
hope of keeping agriculture alive.
“We need to harness the potential and strength
of the youth because we need to make Philippine
agriculture competitive,” DA Secretary William D.
Dar said. Dar is a staunch advocate of bringing
youth in the agricultural mix.
In 2018, PHilMech launched its “Youth for
Mechanization” (#Y4M) online campaign to entice
the youth into farming. The prospect of involving
the youth in the modernization process through
the use of digital technologies such as machines,
apps and their phones are key in making sure that
farming survives, albeit in a new manner.
6
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Currently, PHilMech’s online campaign looks
promising. More and more youths are getting
excited about the prospect of operating machines
in farms instead of performing manual labor.
Luckily, a DOST-PCAARRD project is also looking
to inspire the youth to get into agriculture – this
time, using mobile applications to help farmers
adapt to the effects of climate change.

The "Smarter Approaches to Reinvigorate
Agriculture as an Industry in the Philippines"
(SARAi) is a DOST-PCAARRD project led by
Espaldon since its establishment in 2014. SARAi
takes advantage of the availability of smart
technologies in order to come up with better ways
to help farmers become climate resilient amidst
changing weather conditions.

There is strong evidence that climate change
is making stronger, more unpredictable storms,
followed with hotter days and colder nights.

“Project SARAI envisions Filipino farmers to have
the right information at the right time – when best
to plant when to harvest, what to plant, how to
best fertilize, how to manage pests effectively and
efficiently, and how to optimize the use of irrigation
water,” Dr. Espaldon said.

While it’s almost impossible to believe that
smartphones exist in far flung areas of the country,
the big question here is whether the people
knew how to maximize the capabilities of their
smartphones. Since youths are more adept with
smartphones, this reason alone justifies the need
to engage the youth for the future of agriculture.

The project combines multiple learning sources
which aims to craft advisories for common Filipino
commodities, by focusing on integrating local
weather data and drought forecast with farm
management activities, specifically nutrient
and water management, and proactive pest and
disease monitoring.

The Central Luzon State University’s (CLSU)
Institute of Climate Change and Environmental
Management (ICCEM) Director Dr. Annie Melinda
P. Alberto said that the decrease in crop yield,
floods, drought, availability of water resources,
faster growth and wilder distribution of weeds,
and increase in occurrence and incidence of rice
pests and diseases are the major effects of climate
change – something needs to be done.

The project implements near real-time monitoring
of production areas using remotely-sensed
images, with the help of 11 state universities and
colleges and six national government agencies.
This includes CLSU through the ICCEM, with Dr.
Gella Abella as the project leader of CLSU-SARAi.

Project SARAi

On its second phase of implementation, the goal
is to develop, implement, and deploy science-

based crops and cropping system technologies,
protocols, and long-term strategies geared
towards maximizing yields and minimizing adverse
environmental and climate impacts.

all over the country that gives updates every six
hours; and the Open Weather Map’s network of
weather stations in municipalities nationwide that
updates every three hours.

Since the majority of the farmers have limited
access to online materials, partner universities,
DA regional offices, provincial and municipal
agriculture officers, and farmer organizations
promote online materials through consultations,
meetings, and trainings.

Another is the creation of the Smarter Pest
Identification Technology (SPIDTECH).

With the COVID-19 pandemic, SARAi E-Skwela
was launched as part of their online program, and
with the help of the Radyo CLSU, SARAi included
a radio segment every Thursday since November
2019.
Developing Mobile Applications
The project plans to engage the youth by teaching
farmers about the modern climate technologies.
Since the youth are more capable of using
smartphones, they can guide farmers on how to
use their smartphones to their advantage.
SARAi developed a number of online resources
that farmers, agricultural technicians and
individuals can use to easily cope with the effects
of climate change.
“Fast internet connection is no longer a limitation.
We deliver advisories to the farmer’s device
anytime, anywhere, whether with the internet or
without the internet,” Espaldon said.
One of these is the SARAi Alerts – a real-time
weather and environment monitoring system that
provides precipitation data.
The system has two weather sources: automatic
weather stations installed in 19 agricultural areas

SARAi program manager Dr. Christine Marie V.
Casal said that the application promotes “citizen
science” since ordinary people are involved in
providing data of early detection of insect pest and
disease in a locality.
SPIDTECH identifies pests and crop diseases by
taking photos of the specimen and uploading it to
the application. The app identifies, matches and
compares the image from its database of common
pests and diseases. It also recommends control
measures.

The SARAI Enhanced Agricultural Monitoring
System (SEAMS) uses satellite data and images
in monitoring and analysis of possible infections
to crops. By mapping out the affected areas,
SEAMS provides damage assessment of the crops
to produce the necessary data to recommend
strategic actions.
With Project SARAi, a significant transformation
in agriculture is possible. By preparing the youth
with modern technologies, making them mentally
prepared for the farming tasks in the future, there
is hope transform the food systems, making it
sustainable, productive, resilient, and profitable for
farmers.
Amidst all the uncertainties in climate change to
the food system, an opportunity arises to innovate
and adapt. This could be possible if everyone works
together to provide and support the necessary
solutions the farmers need.

Involving the youth in SARAi's project is one of their goals. The aim is to educate them on how to use SARAi technology
so that they will be able to guide the ageing farmers on how to use it as well. This event was day 1 of the "Drone Training
for Agricultural Applications" for Agricultural Technicians of selected LGUs and from the Provincial Agricultural Office of
Oriental Mindoro, Faculty and Researchers of MinSCAT and staff from the DOST province. (Photos: Project SARAi FB Page)
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BE EARTH FRIENDLY, LESSEN CARBON FOOTPRINTS
MILA B. GONZALEZ

S

aving planet earth from the ravages of
climate change needs a global action.
But individually, we can take action.

It's high time that we become earth friendly
to lessen our carbon footprints.
Carbon footprint is the total amount of
greenhouse gases (GHG) emitted into the
atmosphere when we make or use goods.
Examples of these GHG are carbon dioxide,
methane, and nitrous oxide.
Primary sources of carbon footprints are
fossil fuels like coal, crude oil, and natural
gas; meat products, plastic containers,
electricity and so forth.
8
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Products and activities with high carbon
footprints contribute greatly to global
warming, to climate change, to global
crisis.
A tropical country like the Philippines
experiences the effects of climate change
differently. Dryer and hotter summers
equate to warmer air, which leads to
stronger typhoon seasons. Globally,
rising temperatures melt polar ice caps,
contributing to the rise of sea levels.
These ice caps are important as they
reflect a high proportion of radiation which cools down the earth. Rising sea
temperatures could wipe out the majority
of marine life.

To lessen our carbon footprint, we can choose
to be more earth friendly. Here are some tips
on how this can be done:
Walk. If the destination is not far away, let us
leave our cars and vehicles behind. We can
walk. This saves on fuel which emits carbon
dioxide. Not only does it lessen our carbon
footprints, it is also good for our health.
Walking is one of the best exercises we can
do.
Minimize the use of plastic. Plastic water
bottles, grocery bags, and so forth have high
carbon footprint because it takes a lot of
energy to produce plastic. More so, it takes a
long time to decompose plastic.

PHOTO: RAVIN RAU
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Eat less meat. Animal production is a big
contributor to GHG because it produces
a gas called methane. While it is possible
to use methane as a cleaner fossil fuel as
opposed to coal or gasoline, if not used
properly, it would be as bad as carbon dioxide
- another GHG. Ideally, switching to a plantbased diet or "going vegan", would be a better
alternative.

Recycle. Before we throw our trash, think
again. There might be a way to reuse
and recycle it instead of adding another
garbage to the landfill.
Buy less. If we don’t need it, don’t buy it.
This will only add up to our house clutter
and eventually to the garbage dump. Be a
minimalist. Live the simple lifestyle.
Avoid food wastage. There are many
people going hungry but here we are
wasting food. Cook only what is needed,
what will be consumed. If and when there
are food wastes, compost them instead of
throwing them in the bin. In this way, we
can give back to mother earth by making

sure our next supply of crops is built on a
foundation of natural, organic compost.
Plant trees. Trees give us shade and food.
They beautify our surroundings. They
reduce carbon footprints because they
absorb carbon dioxide and give off oxygen.
That is why we feel cool under a tree.
These tips are just some of the measures
we can take to lessen our carbon
footprints. By being earth friendly, we
help deter global warming. We help
mitigate climate change. We help avert a
potentially bigger climate crisis.

PHOTO: KASTURI LAXMI MOHIT

Conserve electricity. Not only can we reduce
electric bills, we are lessening our carbon
footprints. We can unplug appliances from
the socket when not in use. Turn off the
lights when not in use. Dry clothes on string
hangers under the heat of the sun instead of
using a clothes dryer.

Reducing the amount of plastic we use, recycling and reusing things might throw away, and planting trees are some of the
steps we can take to reduce our carbon footprint. (Photos: Unsplash)
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PHILMECH’S ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS PRACTICES
AGAINST CLIMATE CHANGE
PIA SARINA M. FUKASAWA

R

educe, Reuse and Recycle. These three
R’s help reduce the amount of waste in our
everyday living.

Republic Act 9003 or the Ecological Solid Waste
Management Act of 2000 was enacted to adopt
a systematic, comprehensive and ecological solid
waste management program that ensures the
protection of the environment through proper
segregation, collection, storage, treatment and
disposal of solid waste using the formulation and
adaptation of the best eco-waste products.
For the Australian Academy Science, "climate
change" is a change in the pattern of weather, and
related changes in oceans, land surfaces and ice
sheets, occurring over time scales of decades or
longer. It is also determined by many factors that
influence the flows of energy through the climate
system, including greenhouse gases.
Raising awareness in recycling waste has always
been a goal to curb climate change.

10
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A recurring event in many parts of the world,
climate change has altered our world massively.
From storm surges, storm floods, wildfires caused
by higher temperatures, climate change and its
consequences are making its presence felt.
EMS of PHilMech
PHilMech is ISO 14001:2015 certified. Also known
as the Environmental Management System (EMS),
this standard describes the guidelines and steps
in setting up a proper waste management program
that applies to all divisions. It places mechanisms
for proper monitoring of generated waste. This
is maintained based on the proper segregation
program set by the Environment Management
Committee (EMC) of the agency.
In compliance with the EMS, PHilMech strictly
implements the major solid waste management
activities like reducing, reusing and recycling,
treatment and proper disposal.

Wastes are segregated and disposed as
biodegradable, recyclable and non-recyclable
wastes.
Hazardous wastes, on the other hand, are also
collected and stored in a designated area for
hazardous wastes at the material recovery facility
or at the waste handling and disposal facility in
accordance with RA 6969.
Hazardous wastes will be transported, treated
and disposed of through treatment, storage and
disposal facility.
Reducing, reusing and recycling materials are done
continuously to improve PHilMech’s EMS.
Each division has a designated EMC who regularly
checks the proper waste segregation, monitors
their respective division’s paper usage, while also
encouraging the use of scratch or scrap papers to
cut down on the unnecessary use of papers.

It’s the EMC’s role as well to check the segregation
report in order to monitor the aspect and impact
assessment of the division.
The aspect impact assessment is the
organization’s activity that affects the
environment. It is the change in the environment
whether it’d be adverse or beneficial, or wholly or
partially, resulting from an organization’s activities,
products or services.
This assessment is updated regularly by the EMC
to facilitate the identification of the aspects and
impacts of the organization, as well as to identify
what are significant in order to prioritize them for
mitigation purposes.

With this assessment, the environmental review
identifies the aspect and impact risks, interviews of
people within their division, visual checking and to
use other reference document that can help them
identify the environmental aspect and impact.
The form used to identify these shall be used in
consolidating the identified environmental aspect
and impact with the corresponding activity or
location of the area checked.
The EMC is responsible for maintaining the
segregation program by the EMS to ensure that
PHilMech is complying with ISO 14001:2015.
Employees must practice these procedures not only
for the sake of compliance with the management
but also to raise awareness for their environment.

To cut down the growing effects of climate change,
we can practice the three R’s.
As for PHilMech, the Aspect Impact Assessment
is not only done to comply with the agency’s EMS
but for each employee’s awareness with their
activities done inside the office.
As the world continues to experience the effect of
climate change, people should strongly be aware
of the consequences that come with the changing
climate.
By practicing the simple methods such as the
three R’s, we’re not only helping our environment,
but we’re also helping to build a better, greener and
eco-friendly world.

(LEFT) As part of PHilMech's efforts to comply with ISO 14001:2015 or the Environmental Management System, one of the agency's efforts to implement a proper segregation
scheme as part of the agency's solid waste management system. This system utilizes the "three R's". (RIGHT) Thanks to the participation of everyone in the agency, PHilMech
has sustained its certification.
ANIHAN MAGAZINE 2020
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MACHINES HELP FARMERS COPE
WITH CLIMATE CHANGE
JOHN C. ARAYAT

W

ith the Rice Competitiveness
Enhancement Fund (RCEF)-Mechanization
Program now in full swing, thousands of
farmers are receiving their farm machine grants
through their membership to qualified farmers
cooperatives and associations (FCAs). So far, the
Philippine Center for Postharvest Development
and Mechanization (PHilMech) has gotten so much
positive feedbacks from FCAs.
Those who received their farm machine grants
immediately recognize the benefits of using
various equipment for rice farming.
Recipients like Alfredo Evanghelista of the
Hiwalayan Farmers Association in San Luis, Aurora
and Gregorio Ramos Jr. of the Naguilian Irrigators
Service Association Inc. based in Naguilian, La
Union.
“Napakahalaga po sa amin ng makinaryang
aming natanggap ngayon sapagkat unang-una
napapadali po ang aming pag-aani, pagbubungkal
ng lupa at lalong higit po na schedule ito sa tamang
panahon upang maiwasan ang paglabnaw ng
aming mga panananim (The machines given to us
are very important because this could facilitate
the harvesting of our palay and the plowing of the
soil ahead of schedule, so we can take advantage
of the good weather to make our crops healthier),”
Evanghelista said.
14
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“Lubos po ang aming pasasalamat sa malaking tulong
para umangat lalo ang estado ng aming pamumuhay
bilang magsasaka at mapadali ang trabaho at mabawasan
ang malaking gastusin sa pagsasaka (We are very
thankful for this huge assistance to uplift our lives as
farmers, and to facilitate work in the fields and lower the
cost of farming),” Ramos said.
What Evangelista, Ramos and other beneficiaries of the
RCEF-Mechanization Component perhaps do not realize
is mechanizing rice farming can also make farmers
resilient to challenges of climate change.
“Mechanized rice farming will also allow farmers to
become resilient to the effects of climate change. A good
example is the hand tractor designed also for plowing
and the four-wheel tractor with a mechanical plow
attached, both of which can make rice plants establish
deeper roots, making the plants healthier as they grow.
When storms strike, rice plants with deeper roots could
withstand rains and winds, and flooding up to a certain
extent,” said PHilMech Director IV Dr. Baldwin G. Jallorina.
According to the International Rice Research Institute
(IRRI), crop establishment is one of the most important
aspects of rice farming, or rice seedlings that affects the
development of healthier plants for better and higher
yields.
“The use of mechanical transplanters is also crucial for
better crop establishment,” Dr. Jallorina said.

Harvesting and Beyond
With today’s better weather warning systems, farmers who have
access to combine harvesters can harvest their palay (unmilled
rice) before a storm arrives. While it can take more than one day
and an army of laborers to harvest palay from one hectare of land,
a combine harvester can do the same in less than a day. Combine
harvesters can also be operated by two to three persons.
Once palay is harvested and bagged, it needs to be dried. And
PHilMech has in its technology stable the biomass-fed furnace/
heater system, multi-fuel biomass furnace, and fluidized bed dryer
which speed up the process of drying when weather conditions are
not favorable.
“The utilization of farm equipment, while primarily aimed at increasing
productivity and incomes of farmers, does help tillers of the soil
cope with extreme weather events. In the Philippines, this is very
important as the country is visited by dozens of strong storms every
year and that could worsen with climate change,” Dr. Jallorina said.
However, the PHilMech director said the FCAs who received their
farm machines from the agency must commit to maintain the
equipment given to them under the RCEF-Mechanization Program.
This also means protecting their equipment from harsh weather
conditions.
Jallorina said all farm equipment, especially the large ones, have
daily maintenance procedures that must be followed to make the
equipment last for years.
“Protecting farm equipment from the harsh weather means providing
a shed or housing for them, among others. By doing that, farm
equipment can provide years of service to help farmers cope with
the challenges of climate change,” he added.
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ESSAY

CLIMATE CHANGE CAUSES BAD AGRICULTURE:
OR IS IT THE OTHER WAY AROUND?
ELIJAH Z. DAVALOS

T

he Philippines is a doormat for typhoons.
Low agricultural productivity is blamed
on something beyond human control
and climate is conveniently sacrificed over the
altar of human folly and ignorance.

Like price when increased, there is no turning
back.

While farming is dependent on the regularity
of climate pattern, unknown to us, modern
agriculture itself contributes to its own
demise; massive commercial expansion in
rice production and ruminant livestock raising
means deforestation and methane production.

It starts with the energy emitted by the sun as
it travels the vacuum of space with an average
distance of 149,597,870 km to Earth in eight
minutes at the speed of light at 299,792,458
m/s. And rightly so because that energy is
light itself in the visible and infrared portion of
the electromagnetic radiation.

Climate change is a game-changer. There
is no better atmospheric manifestations
that symbolize it other than the emergence
of super typhoons or hurricanes; it pushed
Catanduanes westward, merged Cagayan
Valley with the Pacific Ocean and Bicol will not
“be cool” for a long while with such terrible loss
of lives and property while re-arranging the
landscape. It forced PAGASA to add Signals 4
and 5 to its Public Storm Warning Signals and
the mandatory selection of evacuation sites in
every barrio.

16
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How light energy is transformed into heat
energy

As light penetrates the earth’s shield, some
gaseous components of the atmosphere
allows its entry and offer no resistance or
interference that is why we can see a bright
sky.
However, greenhouse gases, especially water
vapor and carbon dioxide partially absorbs
20 per cent of the infrared portion of the
incoming light or radiant energy.

When radiant energy comes into contact with
greenhouse gases, the photon components
of light are dissipated as they cause the
rotary motion of the atomic particles of the
greenhouse gases. As the spinning motion of
gas molecules increased due to the massless
photons, heat is generated instead. This
makes heat as simply the vibratory motions of
molecules that compose matter. In this case,
the heat generated is in the infrared radiation
form.
Once absorbed by the greenhouses gases, the
original light transformed into heat in the form
of infrared radiation becomes permanently
tied up within the lower atmosphere where it
creates havoc and violence like a wild mythical
beast in the form of tropical super typhoons
and hurricanes.
This is nature’s way of dissipating the pent up
energy in order to return to equilibrium which
is the natural state of things. Like the Maruts
of the Rig Veda tradition, these hurricanes are
of fearsome and deafening aggression.
The mechanism of light transformation
into heat and how heat is absorbed by the
greenhouses gases does not always mean
terrible consequences to the planet. Without
the sopping up powers of greenhouse gases
against incoming radiation, the average
temperature of the planet -15°C, hardly
habitable by what we come to know life at
present. And this is just half of the story.

The other half of the story: the outgoing
radiation
Half of the light energy from the sun is
absorbed by the oceans and land masses
apart from the 20 per cent absorbed by
clouds as has been discussed. The remaining
percentage is reflected energy by clouds
being white (20 per cent), sea and land (5
per cent) as water has reflective surface
including snow and as backscatter from the
atmosphere (5 per cent) still in their pristine
original form of radiant energy. Seventy (70
per cent) absorbed, 30 per cent reflected.
It is then entirely a different story when heat
tries to be emitted out into the atmosphere.
It is here where a more insidious effect of
greenhouse gasses occurs compared to
their effect on incoming solar radiation. And
that is because greenhouse gases have the
strongest affinity to infrared radiation and
it absorbs it greedily. Ninety per cent of the
outgoing heat energy is trapped.
What’s more, all outgoing radiation is in
infrared form.
Now heat needs to be dissipated to cool the
planet. While only 10 per cent of the outgoing
energy comes from the earth surface, most
of this is again absorbed by the greenhouse
gases.
The bigger share of outgoing heat (60
per cent) comes from the clouds and the
atmosphere, more than half of it is pulled

downwards to earth’s lower atmospheres
instead thereby contributing to the heat load
on the planet’s surface.
Methane: the dark side of farming
Although water vapor is most active in
absorbing outgoing radiation, we cannot do
anything about it as the earth surface is 70
per cent water.
What we can do by way of better
management is on carbon dioxide as a
greenhouse gas. The observable rapid rise
of atmospheric carbon dioxide is correlated
strongly on anthropogenic activities including
farming.
Agriculture by itself is a major contributing
factor (24 per cent) in the generation of
greenhouse gases.
A big portion of methane in this sector is
produced by ruminant livestock like cattle,
sheep and goat. The second agricultural
activity that causes methane build up is due
to methanogenic microbe's decomposition
of organic materials due to decaying plants
under anaerobic conditions observed in the
traditional farming method of land preparation
and maintaining flooded condition to manage
weeds during rice growth and development.
One direct impact of food production on
climate change is the cutting down of
wide swathe of jungles for conversion into
agricultural land. This insane and irresponsible

crime against planet Earth practically
eliminate the only mechanism in which carbon
dioxide as number one greenhouse gas is
regulated and turned into glucose and at the
same time recharging the atmosphere with a
fresh supply of oxygen.
Anthropogenic activity like agriculture is a
near second to electricity generation (25 per
cent) as major sources of greenhouse gases.
In this case, agriculture tops industry (21 per
cent) and transport (14 per cent) in helping to
cause climate change. Methane contributes
an estimated 17 per cent to global warming
while nitrous oxide though of small amounts
released to the atmosphere is 300 times more
potent than carbon dioxide as a greenhouse
gas.
Ozone layer and global warming
Meanwhile, far above the troposphere (2050 km) where this drama is being staged, lies
another layer of story called Ozone. Here, the
epic battle is between a thinner atmosphere,
the interplay of oxygen and ultraviolet
radiation, genetic defects and the use of
chlorinated fluorocarbon from aerosols and
refrigerators, halons from fire extinguishers
and aviation industries and methyl bromide
used as pesticide in agriculture.
But as like all epilogues say, that’s another
story for another day.
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s the saying goes: “It takes one to know one.”
Jonas Del Rosario’s 17-year experience
in rice farming allowed him to understand
what his clients need. Now, he's a successful farm
service provider (FSP) in his area.

COVER STORY

Pioneering Mechanized Farming
Modern machinery is Del Rosario’s game in rice
farming. Coming from Quezon, Nueva Ecija, his
admiration for our neighboring Asian countries’
fully mechanized rice farming system gave him the
idea of applying the same in his farm.
A neophyte ride-on transplanter owner in 2016, he
recalled that “there was very little knowledge about
mechanized transplanting and mechanized sowing
on seedling trays.”
“Our goal is to offer mechanized services to almost
all rice-growing activities. This includes (but is not
limited to) land preparation, seedling production,
transplanting, crop protection and analysis,
harvesting, hauling and mechanical drying.”
Del Rosario saw the need for a professional,
beneficial and reliable service for rice farm
activities. In addition, the scarcity in labor during
planting and harvesting seasons kick started his
goal to become an FSP.
Trained by Japan's Kubota, Del Rosario and his
team became the first Kubota-certified Rice
Seedling Center in the Philippines. They were
certified by then KPI President Yoshiaki Onishi on
September 14, 2018. Del Rosario simultaneously
established his business, the DR1 Farmtech
Services, in the same year.
18
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DR1 owner and manager
Jonas Del Rosario

PIONEERING MECHANIZED
RICE FARMING
GIO ANTON T. BARROGA
From land preparation to mechanical drying, Del
Rosario also offers an innovative rice planting
service package that his clients can avail for a fixed
service fee per hectare.
This hassle-free, all-in package allows Del Rosario's
clients to relax as he and his team do all the work.
Fighting Climate Change
There are advantages in mechanizing rice farming
which mitigates the effect of climate change,
according to Del Rosario.

DR1 uses a mechanical rice transplanter. Del
Rosario said that this machine plants accurately,
and seedlings can be transplanted earlier. He also
added that using young seedlings means uniform
growth, and better weed management.
Rice transplanters also creates sufficient space
between rows and columns. With airflow improved,
lodging is decreased. Saving water, a seedbed for
manual transplanting requires 400sq.m/ha, while
seedling trays measures only 60sq.m.
DR1 also uses combine rice harvesters, which have
higher reaping, threshing and bagging efficiency.
With combines, its team finishes jobs quickly

"

I share in the belief that
mechanization is the solution
to fight the ill-effects of
climate change. In the years
to come, it will be harder
and harder to predict the
weather.
In order to make sure that his clients receive the best from his packages, Jonas Del Rosario (middle, blue shirt) keeps a
close eye on the process from start to finish.

(depending on the land size). The use of combines
is advantageous during the wet season. It can halt
its harvesting if rain suddenly pours.
Rice straw left in the field after harvest and can be
mixed into the soil during land prep. This lessens
the need for commercial fertilizers as the rice straw
becomes compost. This also lessens the practice
of burning rice straw, which contributes to air
pollution.
DR1 also uses a mechanical dryer, greatly reducing
the drying time of rice. These dryers are not
weather dependent.
Yield can increase by as much as 10 percent as
machines avoid transplanting shock, while adhering
to standard rice plant production per hectare, while

saving time and resources as the climate changes.
“I share in the belief that mechanization is the
solution to fight the ill-effects of climate change.
In the years to come, it will be harder and harder
to predict the weather. Also, droughts and at the
other extreme, flooding, are possible scenarios that
could restrict farm productivity.”
Raising Awareness on Mechanization
FSPs such as Del Rosario's business do their
role in promoting the use of machines in rice
farming, however, many farmers are still opting
for the traditional method of farming instead of
mechanizing.

"

“PHilMech has assisted FSPs such as myself in
promoting the benefits of mechanization to all
rice farmers. Through their website, social media,
their projects, and their publications, PHilMech
has boosted the popularity of farm machines
and modern technology. Now that there is more
awareness for the farmers, FSPs can attract more
clients,” Del Rosario says.

Regardless of the negative effects brought about
by the pandemic, Del Rosario’s still determined to
provide his clients with the service that they need.
As a farmer himself, he knows how crucial it is for a
farmer to get the most out of their fields, especially
during these times of uncertainty.

This is where Del Rosario believes PHilMech plays
a large role in.
ANIHAN MAGAZINE 2020
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s unforgettable as smiles can get – radiant
and beautiful – this is just one striking
feature about the chief of the Planning,
Management and Information Technology Division
of PHilMech, Dr. Normita Pasalo, more fondly
known as "Doc Mitz."
Once she radiates this smile, you know her battle is
won regardless of where the fight may be.
Who is Dr. Mitz?
She has been the planning executive of PHilMech
for the past 24 years until her retirement in
November 2020.
There are many things unknown about Dr. Mitz. For
instance, did you know that she enjoyed working
late at nights and at wee hours in the morning?
Did you also know that she is a woman of God?
A wife of a pastor, Dr. Mitz claims her strength
comes from her faith in God. She is a Christian
leader conducting Christian leadership training
and discipleship classes. When her staff asks for
advice, she gives them with genuine concern even
with accompanying prayers.
Awards? She has lots of them, too. From national,
to regional and local, she’s garnered the DA Golden
Plow Outstanding Employee award in 1991-1992.
She was Most Outstanding DA Employee (regional
level), Natatanging Kawani of PHilMech in 2001
and Outstanding Employee of PHilMech in 2002.
Impressions of PHilMech
In July 1996, Dr. Mitz transferred to PHilMech from
the DA-Cordillera Administrative Regional Office.
Full of zeal and enthusiasm, she was in search of

(L-F) Arnel Ramir M. Apaga, Remedios S. Ortiz , Dr. Normita M. Pasalo, Victoriana M. Barlis , Dr. Baldwin G. Jallorina.
Doc Mitz has been a faithful servant of PHilMech for the past 24 years. She has been the division chief of the Planning,
Management and Information Technology Division until her retirement in November of 2020.

bigger challenges in her professional career. She
learned about PHilMech (then NAPHIRE) during
budget hearings. She learned about its programs,
activities, and realized its great potential. She
prayed to God of the possibility of serving Him
through PHilMech. Her prayer was answered.
Dr. Mitz considers working at PHilMech as a
satisfying experience. She learned so much,
she said during her stint as planning executive.
She is very grateful of her former bosses – then
Executive Director Silvestre C. Andales and
Planning and Evaluation Department Director
Gloria P. Jimenez. From them, she learned that she
can be an effective leader if she walks her faith in
the workplace.
By being a good example, one can motivate
the people even beyond working outside their
functions. She learned of the value of team building

being promoted at PHilMech, how life can be easier
and how issues are resolved faster when one
knows each other better.
So much has changed at PHilMech during her
stay and she is very grateful, she is part of it.
From a meager budget, few facilities, few vehicles,
PHilMech now has become richer in terms of
human, finances and logistics.
When the Bureau of Postharvest Research and
Extension (BPRE) was rationalized and renamed
PHilMech, the DBM realized the need to beef up
PHilMech’s resources given its expanded mandate
of mechanization. According to Dr. Mitz, in a span
of nine years, from rationalization to present, four
buildings were added, several vehicles and various
laboratory equipment were procured.
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Effectiveness and efficiency at work

(3) Delegate responsibilities. Properly delegate
assignments but do not neglect the essence of
Being an effective and efficient planning executive teamwork, especially during multiple deadlines;
is not an easy task especially if there are many
(4) Lead by example. Walk your talk. Serve as the
deadlines to beat, and on the dot requests from
model;
DA, DBM, Senate and Congress.
Based on her experience, Dr. Mitz shares several
tips. In her own words, she advises the following:
(1) Know the Organization. By knowing the nittygritty details of PHilMech, one can instruct well,
delegate well and explain well the issues that
should be attended to;
(2) Conduct regular meetings. This is an
avenue to update the staff of office policies,
management committee agreements, status of
accomplishments, issues and other concerns;

(5) Assess daily activities. Are activities being done
properly? Are there missing activities that still needs
to be done?
(6) Mentor the staff. They should understand
objectives, targets and how to accomplish targets;
(7) Listen to the staff about their problems. Allot
sometime after office hours listening to the staff to
bring out problems and how to resolve them; and
(8) Maintain harmonious relationships and
collaboration with the DBM and DA to be able to get

approval of various proposals. Implement by heart the
policies, standards and procedures of the office.
Views on Climate Change
Dr. Mitz finds climate change as “real” as this is
manifested in frequent strong typhoons, flooding,
landslides and the La Niña and El Niño phenomena.
She warns that if the effects are not properly
mitigated, climate change will have adverse effects to
human lives, agriculture, infrastructure.
She suggests that PHilMech can mitigate possible
adverse effects of climate change through the
following measures:
(1) Design, development and promotion of machines,
tools, and equipment that are climate resilient and
could withstand strong winds, heavy rainfall, water
intrusion and other weather conditions;
(2) Continuous development of environment-friendly
technologies like biomass furnace and non-chemical
approaches to help sustain ecological balance in the
midst of climate change;
(3) Promotion of the adoption of practices and
technologies on good warehouse keeping and
improved storage technologies for possible food
reserves in case of adverse climate change;
(4) Promotion by the Applied Communication Division
to continue instilling awareness on climate resilient
technologies and systems that will reduce food and
feed wastage from the farm to table; and

Doc Mitz leads the mid-year review of PHilMech RDE projects.
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(5) Promotion of the adoption of climate resilient
technologies that will reduce losses in the chain
of postharvest handling and mechanization of
agricultural crops.

"

I consider my job as a gift from
God. The purpose of my life is to
glorify God and all my activities
and dealings. My goal is to give
my best for my work. Because
of my faith, I pray for the office,
for my staff..."

"

(L-R) Ma. Ressurecion L. Altamera, Dr. Normita A. Pasalo, Dr. Baldwin G. Jallorina and Ms. Victoriana M. Barlis
during the AFMechRDEN meeting in Batanes in early 2019.

What has PHilMech done so far in terms of climate
change mitigation? A lot, Dr. Mitz answered.

large volume of high moisture paddy to be dried
especially during wet season.

A FEW LAST WORDS

PHilMech has either developed or promoted climate
resilient technologies like mechanical dryers that
mitigate adverse effects of climate change. The
mechanical dryers address the drying needs of the
farmers in areas where there is heavy rainfall. This
prevents spoilage and wastage of grains during
wet season. To minimize fuel cost, PHilMech has
retrofitted the flatbed dryers with biomass-fed
furnace.

Meanwhile, the multi-commodity solar tunnel dryer
(MCSTD) dries various commodities like fish and
other high value crops with better quality and at a
lower cost.

“I consider my job as a gift from God. The purpose
of my life is to glorify God and all my activities and
dealings. My goal is to give my best for my work.
Because of my faith, I pray for the office, for my
staff…” said Dr. Mitz.

Dr. Mitz also mentioned other interventions of
PHilMech to mitigate climate change. These
include storage and transport technologies like the
bulk storage system, integrated pest management
in storage, the agricultural tramline system, cold
chain system, and maize aflatoxin control system.

This God-fearing woman left a treasure chest full
of learnings, advices, and insights. She personified
excellent work ethics coupled with strong sense of
commitment and dedication. PHilMech is blessed
to have a planning executive like her. Truly, she is a
PHilMech gem.

Another mechanical dryer PHilMech has developed
is the commercial-scale fluidized bed dryer system,
for high moisture paddy. This addresses the drying
problem of the farmers especially during the rainy
season. The high capacity dryer is built to dry

She said that these technologies and systems help
farmers prolong storage life of their produce and
minimize losses in quality and quantity.
ANIHAN MAGAZINE 2020
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Photo: Ramon Uy

REGENERATIVE AGRICULTURE:
FABRICATING MACHINES
THE "R.U." WAY
JETT MOLECH G. SUBABA

I

n Bacolod City, when you say RU Foundry and
Machine Shop Corporation (RUFMSC), you’re
greeted with quality and environment-friendly
machines.
This has been the commitment of the company
since Ramon D. Uy, Sr., 74, founded this company
in 1974. Starting with a capital of Php3,500, he has
now transformed his company into a multi-million
corporation which delivers quality agricultural
machines across the nation.
An accredited manufacturer of PHilMech
technologies, Uy is not just after the establishment
of his business, but rather the protection of the
environment while empowering communities.
This is evident in the line of products his company
has been manufacturing for more than 40 years
now.
26
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“What will happen in the future would be,
magkakaroon ng shift sa pag-dedesign ng
mga farm equipment into environment-friendly
technologies. Kagaya nung sinimulan ko yung
negosyo ko, yung shredder which I developed 20
years ago pa is really an environment-friendly
machine,” Uy, an environmental advocate, said.
From Charcoal to Lemon Grass
More than a decade ago, RUFMSC was able to
transform the lives of a forest community made
of charcoal makers in Brgy. Camalanda-an,
Cauayan, Negros Occidental, through a technology
intervention.
The team of Uy introduced a new way of making
a living while protecting the environment. They
did social preparation and dialogues in order to
convince them of their intentions to shift the

barangay’s economic activity to lemon grass
production.
RUFMSC's plan was to provide a lemon grass oil
distiller in order to push through the project. They
promised to buy the oil that the community will
produce at Php2,500/L. A liter of oil requires 250
kilo of lemon grass and that takes six months to
grow.
As a collateral, RUFMSC has to leave the
technology to the community for six months until
the first produce of lemon grass.
After the community’s first produce, they
processed it in front of them and saw that it was
really possible. RUFMSC bought their harvest and
with the help of the team’s chemical engineer, they
were able to produce a botanical spray which can
be sold at a good price.

Photo: Ramon Uy

RUFMSC Founder Ramon D. Uy, Sr.

Up to now, RUFMSC still buys lemon grass from
them to process into oil.

In a recent study of Siliman University in
Dumaguete, they found out that there were 1,500
hectares of new grown trees in the area that can
significantly to the improvement of the environment.

Photo: Ramon Uy

The former source of income of Camalanda-an
residents, which threatens the environment, was
transformed into a high-profit and environmentally “You can see na yung mga ganung simpleng
friendly activities – thanks to RUFMSC’s oil distiller. technology could arrest yung problem natin sa
environment. Until today, tuluy-tuloy ang assistance
Following this turn of events, a non-government
natin sa kanila,” Uy explained.
organization based in Manila was impressed at
how RUFMSC has empowered the community
Regenerative Agriculture
and saved the forest. They sent funds for two
consecutive years to continue RUFMSC’s efforts
Season after season, farmers do their bit in making
in protecting the forest.
sure that the soil they're planting on is always at the
optimum planting condition.
Uy allotted the donated funds for the salary of
the forest guards and for setting-up a solar power By applying fertilizers, chemicals or any organic
(TOP RIGHT) PHilMech's agricultural tramline was
system that can provide electricity to 27 houses in compounds into the soil, we're conditioning our soils
manufactured by RUFMSC. (BOTTOM) Uy's water pumping
the barangay.
to become conducive for a healthy produce. Which system harnesses the sun's energy through solar panels
works, to a certain extent.
ANIHAN MAGAZINE 2020
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"

I share in the belief that
mechanization is the solution
to fight the ill-effects of
climate change. In the years
to come, it will be harder
and harder to predict the
weather.

"

As seasons pass, soil quality, regardless of the
amount of additives applied, can degrade. Uy
believes that "regenerative agriculture" is the way.

Photo: Ramon Uy

Uy's projects include a community-based solar pumping system which can be used for homes, agriculture, etc...

In response, RUFMSC is developing a no-till tractor which
can lessen the amount of carbon dioxide released in
the atmosphere. The less the soil is disturbed, the more
the soil's organic matter can increase, creating a much
As defined by the Terra Genesis International,
healthier soil. Increasing plant diversity, regular rotation
“Regenerative Agriculture is a system of farming
and use of cover crops are also part of regenerative
principles and practices that increases biodiversity, agriculture.
enriches soils, improves watersheds, and enhances
ecosystem services. It aims to capture carbon
“Today, what we are all doing is to till the land to plant our
in the soil and aboveground biomass (plants),
commodities. But based on a documentary I’ve watched
reversing current global trends of atmospheric
(Kiss The Ground) and other online references, I found out
accumulation and climate change. At the same
that this practice can actually destroy a soil’s quality and
time, it offers increased yields, resilience to climate releases the carbon in the atmosphere causing climate
instability, and higher health and vitality for farming change,” Uy explained.
and ranching communities.”
“Regenerative agriculture is, I think, the direction we
Agriculture is one of the biggest emitters of carbon must pursue in the coming years to curb the threat of
dioxide. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
climate change. Even PHilMech might want to consider
Change says that 25 per cent of all human-created redesigning its technologies for the sake of our planet,”
greenhouse gases come from agriculture and
said Uy.
forestry.
28
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Besides the shredder and the lemon grass oil
distiller, RUFMSC has developed other eco-friendly
technologies like the solar pumping irrigation
system (installed to 60 plus areas across the
nation), rope and ram pumping system, hammer
mill, decorticator machine, bio and plastic shredder,
bike shredder and muscovado production
technologies to empower small-scale sugarcane
farmers.
Mr. Ramon Uy plans to make his fabrication
shop fully powered by solar panels in the future
to lessen the emission of greenhouses gasses
that affects the ozone layer. Moreover, when it
comes to business, Uy would always prioritize
the integrity of his business by providing quality
service even at the expense of his profit.
That’s the RU way – producing quality
technologies, protecting the environment and
empowering communities.
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partner in eXTENSION: ATI

TRAINING TO CURB THE TREND
OF CLIMATE CHANGE
GIO ANTON T. BARROGA
All efforts must be taken to reduce the damage
calamities bring to our agricultural sector.
Which is why PHilMech works in tandem with
the Agricultural Training Institute (ATI) in making
sure that farmers and extension workers are well
equipped in the changing climate. ATI’s Deputy
Director Rosana Mula outlines how ATI trains
climate resilient farmers.

ATI Deputy Director Rosana P. Mula, Ph.D

C

limate change has its own trends. The
growing population of the earth followed by
the continuous building of infrastructures
contribute greatly to greenhouse gas emissions.
Earth’s already treading the dangerous levels of its
limits.
The Philippine Atmospheric, Geophysical and
Astronomical Services Administration (PAGASA)
has it that the Philippines will be 1.8°C to 2.2°C
warmer by 2050. A small change in our average
temperature brings hotter, drier days, stronger
storms, colder nights, and the list goes on.
Take typhoons for example. We cannot disregard
the effects it has on the agricultural sector. Both
Typhoon Goni (Rolly) and Vamco (Ulysses) incurred
billions of peso in agricultural damages alone.
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Change Starts from Within
ATI built its foundation training farmers and
extension workers to be climate resilient by
creating its own initiative to change its own
outlook on climate change.
As early as 2015, ATI staff have been oriented
on the risks of climate change. This allowed ATI
to involve themselves in several knowledge and
skills engagement to make them more adaptive
and resilient to the effects of climate change.

Mainstreaming Climate Change-Related Activities
ATI has been incorporating climate change related
activities, concepts and topics in its regular
programs, projects and activities from as early
as 2016. The formation of the Climate Resilient
Farm Business School (CRFBS) is a result of the
integration of climate change topics that were
taught at Farm Business Schools (FBS).
The goal of the CRFBS in helping farmers become
climate resilient is simple: increase the income of
farmers through the adoption of climate resilient
technology/practice.
Mula said that it was important to involve the
community in identifying and prioritizing climate
resilient activities (CRA) in livelihood interventions
to ensure the effectiveness of the activities.

Awareness on the effects of climate change also
gave ATI the drive to learn about the developed
knowledge products related to climate change
gathered from various research institutions
and experts. According to Mula, the information
gathered are incorporated in the modules taught
in Climate Smart Farmers Field Schools.
Participants of the Training of Trainers on CRFBS from
San Mateo, Isabela show their certificates of completion.

By teaching the effects of climate change in
agriculture, farmers can learn about the benefits of
climate resilient technologies and practices which
could help them efficiently manage their resources,
which can maximize their profits.
CRFBS focuses on three agricultural aspects: crops,
animal production and organic farming.
Adopting the methods of seasoned farmers, Mula said
that tunneling or the use of rain shelters offer great
crop protection as well as the reduced occurrence of
pest and diseases caused by the wet season. This
lessens the need to use pesticides while also reducing
the cost of production.
Upgrading animal production means livestock with a
stronger immune system. Upgrading animal production
also allows producers to feed their livestock with
local or commercial feeds, which serves as a good
alternative source of both income and food especially
during climate-induced calamities.
Organic farming, on the other hand, allows the soil
to increase its holding capacity, which is beneficial
for crop production especially during the hotter, drier
days. Using plastic tunnels or rain shelters in vegetable
productions minimized pest infestation and disease
outbreaks.
From 2015 to 2019, ATI has established 280 Climate
Smart/Resilient Farm Business School (CSRFBS),
along with it were 8,374 trained participants; 372
Farmer Field Schools (FFS)/Enhanced FFS/Enhanced
Climate Smart FFS with 12,359 participants have also
been trained; and 735 Climate change adaptation
and disaster risk reduction related activities have
catered to 24,092 trainees. These climate change
activities are incorporated in the Rice Competitiveness
Enhancement Fund (RCEF) programs.

(LEFT) Dr. Eden Bautista (L) presents a certificate of completion to a recipient farmer after completing
the 10-day Training of Trainers on CRFBS in San Miguel, Iloilo. (RIGHT) ATI-CARAGA technical Staff
Caerian Muga presents the overview of CRFBS in RTR, Agusan Del Norte. (Photos from ATI's website)

ATI utilizes several modes of teaching in the Training
of Trainers and FFS featuring technologies that
are part of the curriculum. RCEF’s mechanization
program could also benefit other cropping systems.
These climate resilient farm equipment can also be
utilized for crops such as corn, cassava and even
vegetables, which, according to Mula, would have
a significant impact on the program and also cost
reduction.
Overall, these CRA pilot activities have proven to
be an effective extension strategy to promote
agricultural technologies to ATI’s clients and it offers
a holistic approach with tangible effects. Mula added
that there must be a strong support and partnerships
with the LGU, BLGU and other government agencies
for project sustainability.
Mechanizing with PHilMech
ATI has been closely working with PHilMech since
2016, especially when it comes to farm machines.
While PHilMech focuses on postharvest machineries,
ATI partners with PHilMech by providing technical
briefings on the operation and management of small
engines and four wheel tractors.

“Farm mechanization can help achieve food security
in the country, and eventually increase the income
of the farmers. Aside from improving production
efficiency, mechanization also encourages large-scale
production, and help in achieving an improved quality
of the farm produce and in mitigating the effects of
climate change,” Mula said.
Investing in water management and irrigation
infrastructure (use of renewable energy and solar
power) are also needed to address crop yield gaps,
since the weather is becoming more and more
unpredictable. Decentralized seed systems, seed
buffer stocks, and the expansion of small-scale
mechanization are necessary to improve crop yields.
ATI hopes in the future that it can continue to create
programs as it adapts to the changing climate,
responding to the call of climate change through
mainstreaming, technical capacity development
through community adoption and technology brochure
development and dissemination through schools-onthe-air.
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RENEWABLE ENERGY LANG ANG SAGOT!
JHOANNA KEITH B. SANTIAGO

S

a gitna ng sunud-sunod na kalamidad sa
ating bansa tulad ng napakalakas na bagyo,
malawakang pagbaha, heat wave, mahabang
tagtuyot pagkakaroon ng buhawi, pagputok ng
bulkan at marami pang iba ay hudyat ngang
nararamdaman na ang epekto ng “climate change”.
Lubhang naapektuhan ang panustos ng mga
produktong agrikultural sa buong bansa tuwing
nakakaranas ang bansa ng ganitong uri ng
kalamidad. Ngunit hindi lamang ekonomiya ng
bansa ang lubos na apektado rito, kundi pati buhay
at kabuhayan ng bawat mamayang naninirahan.

climate change adaptation na pinapaigting na
mapalakas lalo sa bansang Pilipinas.
Munting hakbangin
Bilang huwaran sa pagsasagawa ng aksyon laban sa
climate change, si Engr. Manolito C. Bulaong o mas
kilala bilang “Tolits”, 60 taong gulang, ay may sariling
hakbangin patungkol dito.

Sa tahimik na barangay ng Sto. Tomas sa bayan
ng San Jose, Nueva Ecija naninirahan sa kanyang
munting paraiso si Bulaong, kasabay ng pagyabong
ng buhay ay ang pag-abot ng kanilang pangarap ng
Ayon sa pag-aaral, nakikitang sanhi nito ang gawain butihin niyang maybahay na si Ederlina. Biniyayaan
ng tao na lubusang nakasisira sa kalikasan sa
sila ng dalawang anak na sina Edmark na isang
pamamagitan ng paggamit ng mga mapanganib na research assistant ngayon sa Institute of Climate
kemikal na may ibinubugang greenhouse gases.
Change and Environmental Management (ICCEM
Epekto na rin ito ng mabilisang paglago ng mga
sa CLSU) at si Sunshine, na nagtatrabaho sa DepEd
gawaing pang-ekonomiya at pang-industriya noong bilang isang accountant.
industrial revolution na sobra-sobra sa pag-gamit
ng enerhiya at likas na yaman.
Sa taong 2012, bunga ng kaniyang tiyaga at angking
talento, nakabuo at naipatayo ni Bulaong ang sarili
Ang adaptation ay mabisang paraan ng tao upang
niyang wind pump. Dahil sa mahina hanggang sa
masabayan at maibsan ang hirap sa pabagowalang suplay ng tubig na sanhi na rin ng dumaraming
bagong klima. Halimbawa nito ang pagtatayo
populasyon ng bayan, hindi maitatanggi na malaking
ng bahay sa mataas na lebel ng lupa upang
tulong ito sa pang araw-araw na pamumuhay nila.
makaiwas sa pagbaha, rural energy access tulad
ng pagkakaroon ng solar-powered home, paggamit Sa katunayan, hindi lamang siya ang nakikinabang
ng wind turbine ay ilan lamang sa unang hakbang.
dito, nagkapagpatayao siya ng apartment o
Parte rin sa sustainable development goals ang
boarding house sa tabi ng kanyang bahay na siyang
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Agricomp Machineries and Construction Corp.VP for Research Engr. Manolito C. Bulaong

sinusuplayan din ng tubig mula sa wind pump. Wala
siyang binabayaran na monthly fee para patakbuhin
ito, dahil ito'y libre lamang. Wala ring binabayarang
tubig ang mga naninirahang boarders sa kanyang
lugar. Isa pang benepisyo nito ay ang pagkakaroon
ng suplay ng tubig kahit brownout. Hindi na kailangan
ng generator upang mapagana ang water pump kundi
hangin lamang para makapagsuplay ng sapat na tubig
sa kanila.
“Nakita ko lamang yang ideya na yan sa internet, niredesign ko at ginamitan ng locally available materials,
sinubukan ko lang talaga, nag-invest hanggang sa
mabuo ko ito ng tama,” banggit ni Bulaong. Kasunod
nito ang pagpapagawa naman niya ng solar-powered
water heater, lights, at fan sa kanyang bahay.

“Nagsisimula lamang ako sa maliliit muna,
practically speaking sa basic needs”, dagdag niya.
Sa kabuuan, ang fully charged battery ng solar ay
kayang magpailaw at paandarin ang electric fan sa
loob ng 12-16 oras.
Sa mga pagkakataong nawawala ang kuryente,
hindi na ito problema ni Bulaong dahil lagi siyang
may reserbang kuryente sa kaniyang bahay dahil
sa kaniyang pagkukusa na gumamit ng enerhiya na
nakukuha niya ng libre mula sa araw.
Ngunit ayon sa kanya, ang mabisang paggamit
ng solar panels ay nakasalalay sa storage nito.
Hangga't may araw, meron siyang pwedeng
iipunin na enerhiya. Kailangan lang niya magpalit
ng baterya ng kanyang solar panel system kada
dalawang taon para mapanatili itong nasa tamang
kundisyon.
Bunga ng kaniyang pagiging malikhain at hilig sa
pagbuo ng mga bagay, ang mga teknolohiyang

tulad ng wind pump, solar-powered water heater,
lights at fan ay isang maliit na hakbang sa pagangkop sa panahon ngayon.
Hindi maitatanggi na hindi lamang ang sarap ng
buhay ang tanging hatid nito kundi pati na rin ang
posibleng epekto nito sa komunidad at sa bawat
taong kaniyang nakasasalamuha. Sa paggawa
at paggamit niya ng renewable energy tulad ng
mga nabanggit ay nagkakaroon ng pagbabago
sa kaisipan – na ang maliliit niyang hakbangin
ay inspirasyon sa malawakang paglaban sa
lumalalang pagbabago ng klima.

Mula sa manunulat: Si Engr. Tolits Bulaong ay
dating empleyado ng PHilMech kung saan siya
ay naging Director I. Sa pag retiro niya mula
sa PHilMech, si "Tolits" ay kasalukuyang Vice
President for Research ng Agricomp Machineries
and Construction Corp. Ang kumpanyang ito ay isa
ring accredited manufacturers ng PHilMech.

Gusto mo ba malaman ang specs
ng wind pump?

Ang wind pump ni Bulaong ay kayang punuin ang tatlong tangke ng tubig (KALIWA) na nag-susupply ng tubig sa
apartment na pinaparentahan nila. (KANAN) Kasama ni Bulaong ang kanyang asawang si Ederlina na tumutulong din
maging eco-friendly ang kanilang tahanan.

Wheel diameter: 10ft or 3m
No. of blades: 16 pieces
Total height: 30ft o 9.14m
Piston pump size: 4 in diameter x 12 in
height (10.2 cm x 30.5 cm)
Water tank volume: 1m3 x 3 tanks
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BRIQUETTES MULA SA TUBO
PAOLO CARL E. SOLIVEN

A

ng sugarcane o tubo ay isang uri ng halaman na
pangunahing pinagkukunan ng asukal, ngunit
lingid sa kaalaman ng lahat, ang halamang ito ay
nakaklasipika bilang isang damo na mula sa pamilya ng
Poaceae. Isa rin ang tubo sa pangunahing pananim dito
sa Plipinas. Mahigit labing-siyam na probinsya sa labingisang rehiyon ng Pilipinas ang nagtatanim ng tubo.
Bukod sa matamis na asukal, ethanol at mga byproducts na nakukuha at nagagawa mula sa tubo. Alam
niyo ba na maaari nang gawing briquette ang mga
naiiwang kalat sa taniman ng tubo?
Ito ang sinaliksik ng PHilMech kasama ang Sugar
Regulatory Administration (SRA) sa dalawang taong
proyektong isinagawa nito. Layon ng proyekto na
solusyonan ang mga naiiwang kalat sa taniman at gawin
itong kapakipakinabang na produkto sa industriya ng
pagtutubo.
34
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Kadalasan, pagkatapos anihin ang mga tubo, may
mga naiiwang mga kalat katulad ng mga sariwang
dahon, mga tuyong dahon, at mga taas na bahagi
ng tubo ay kadalasang itinatambak o kaya ay
sinusunog na lamang sa taniman. Tinatayang 11
hanggang 21 tone-toneladang kalat ang naiiwan
nito mula sa isang ektaryang taniman. Kaya
masusing pinag-aralan ng PHilMech at SRA ang
mga maaaring gawin sa mga naiiwang kalat sa
taniman ng tubo. Isa sa mga resulta ng kanilang
pananaliksik ay ang paggawa ng sugarcane
briquette.

material na kung saan ito ay dinurog, pinatuyo,
niluto, siniksik at inihulma hanggang sa maging
briquettes.

Ano ang Briquettes?

May iba’t-ibang hugis ng briquettes, may pabilog,
pira-piraso, hugis unan, at pasilindro. Ngunit sa
pag-aaral at mga eksperimentong ginawa ng
PHilMech, nakagawa sila ng briquette na pistonmold type. Bukod sa hugis nito, sinubukan nila
ring pag-aralan ang piskal na katangian katulad ng
pagsusuri sa density upang pag-aralan ang mass
at volume, resistance to crushing, at impact and
abrasion upang masubukan ang tatag at tibay ng
briquette.

Ang briquette ay isang uri ng pinrosesong recycled
biomass fuel na maaaring gamiting alternatibong
panggatong sa apoy. Ang charcoal briquettes
ay maaaring mula sa abo ng sinunog na biomass

Maihahalintulad ito sa uling o charcoal
na karaniwang ginagamit panggatong sa
pagluluto. Ngunit ang briquette ay masasabing
‘renewable source of energy’ sapagkat ito ay

hindi nakakasama sa kalikasan dahil gawa ito
sa biodegradable na materyales o nabubulok.
Masasabi itong ‘alternative source of fuel’ dahil
nagagamit ito sa pagluluto na may mataas na
temperatura na walang masyadong abong naiiwan.
Ayon sa isang panayam mula sa direktor ng
PHilMech na si Dr. Baldwin G. Jallorina, na isa rin sa
mga mananaliksik na prokyeto, maraming lalawigan
sa Pilipinas ang gumagamit ng kahoy panggatong
sa pagluluto na nakakadagdag sa pagkaputol ng
mga puno. Ngunit gamit ang produktong katulad
ng mga briquette, ang mga kabahayan sa mga
lalawigan ay maaaring hindi na gumamit ng kahoy
bilang panggatong sa pagluluto.
Benepisyo na Maaaring Makuha sa Briquettes
Ilan sa mabuting epekto nang paggamit ng
briquettes ay ang pagbabawas ng carbon
emission na nakakapagdulot ng global warming.
Mababawasan ang paggamit ng uling na
nanggagaling sa mga pinuputol na kahoy. Dagdag
pa rito nababawasan nito ang pagdami ng kalat
na naiipon at tinatapon o sinusunog ng mga
magsasaka ng tubo.

Potensyal ng Briquettes
Masasabi na ang briquetting technology ay isa
sa mga tinatawag na "climate smart agriculture"
na kung saan napapanatili nito ang pagtaas
ng produksyon at sistemang natatangi sa
pagbabawas ng greenhouse gas emission.
Napakalaki ng potensyal ng briquette sa pagtulong
sa kalikasan at sa paglikha ng makakalikasang
teknolohiya na maaaring magamit ng mga susunod
pang henerasyon.
Sa ngayon, pinag-aaralan at pinagplaplanuhan ng
PHilMech na ituro ang teknolohiya ng produksyon
ng sugarcane briquetting sa mga kooperatiba mula
sa industriya ng tubo at paglalatag ng potensyal
nitong ikomersyo sa merkado.
Bawat nagawang sugarcane briquette ay iniinspect para masigurado ang kalidad nito.

Maituturing na wais sa pag-iimbak ang briquettes
dahil ito ay nakahulma o nakaporma na bloke at
madaling ayusin.
Maaaring pagkakitaan ang briquettes. Maituturing
na produkto na maaaring maibenta katulad ng uling
na kahoy. Bukod sa nakakatulong ito sa kalikasan,
nakakapagdagdag ng halaga o value adding sa mga
tinuturing na kalat na naiiwan sa taniman. Dahil dito
nagkakaroon ng halaga ang mga inaakalang mga
kalat o basura sa taniman at nagiging potensyal na
pang dagdag kita sa pangkabuhayan.

(KALIWA) Ang carbonized samples ay hinahaluan ng binder gamit ang fabricated mixer para masigurado ang pantay na
paghalo nito. May kapasidad ito na 280 to 300 kg kada araw. (GITNA) Papaliitin ng hammer mill ang carbonized samples
sa sukat na mas mababa sa 2 mm. (KANAN) Ang piston-type briquetting machine ay gumagamit ng 100 g na carbonized
sugarcane and binder mix kada molder. Ito ay pinipitpit para makagawa ng briquette. (Litrato galing kay Jeszel Suligan)
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MEKA
ALAMAN
Mga kaalaman tungkol sa
mekanisasyon

Ano-anong mga climate-resilient technologies ng
PHilMech?
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MULTI-FUEL BIOMASS FURNACE

HIGH-TEMPERATURE STORAGE

Ang multi-fuel biomass furnace ay isang environmentfriendly na teknolohiya ng PHilMech dahil gumagamit ito
ng ipa at mais bilang panggatong nito. Ang teknolohiyang
ito ay ginagamit kasama ang flatbed dryer. Sa paraan ng
pagpapatuyo, malinis at mainit na hangin ang nilalabas nito
na walang halong abo para malinis lagi ang pagtutuyo.

Ang teknolohiyang ito ay ginawa para sa panandaliang
pag-iimbak ng mga sibuyas lalo na kapag hindi
maganda ang panahon. Puwedeng i-imbak dito
ang sibuyas ng 3-4 na buwan, o shallot onions na
pangtanim ng 8 na buwan. Ito ay gawa sa UV plastic
at shade net at kaya nito mag-imbak ng 150 bags ng
onions.
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FLUIDIZED BED DRYER

AGRICULTURAL TRAMLINE SYSTEM

Ang fluidized bed dryer ay kayang pabilisin ang pagtuyo ng
palay. Ang palay ay pinapatuyo gamit ang high air velocity na
nagpapalutang sa palay. Dahil dito, dalawang oras lang ang
kailangan para matuyo ang palay, kumpara sa pangkaraniwan
na kalahating araw gamit ang ibang dryer. Kaya maganda
itong gamitin sa panahon ng tag-ulan para hindi huli sa
pagtutuyo.

Ang sistemang ito ay nakakatulong sa mga
komunidad na may mga taniman sa bulubunduking
lugar. Gamit ang kable at pulleys, mas madali ang
paghahakot ng iba’t ibang kalakal, lalo na kung
mahirap ang daan papunta sa “drop off point”. Ito
ay enviroment friendly dahil ang pag gawa nito
ay hindi nakakadulot ng malawakang pinsala sa
kalikasan.
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Tanda
mo pa ba?
Ang mga sagot ay nasa Ingles at Filipino

PAHALANG
4. Ginagamit ang makinaryang ito para sa pagtatanim
ng palay.
8. Ito ang bagong uri ng pagsasaka na gumagamit ng
mga kakaibang uri ng makinarya. (2 words)
9. Ito ay isang bloke gawa sa pinitpit na uling na
maaaring gamitin bilang alternatibong mas ligtas na
uri ng uling

PABABA
1. Ito ang tawag sa eskwelahan ng ATI para sa kanilang
mga tinuturuang magsasaka.
2. Ito ay isang maliit na teknolohiya na ginagamit para
sa paggawa ng aerial survey.
3. Ito ang tawag sa pabagu-bagong panahon (2 words)
4. Dito ang isang maaaring pang-galingan ng
alternatibong uling.
5. Greenhouse Solar Dryer
6. Ito ay isang uri ng enerhiya na nakukuha galing sa
araw.
7. Ito ay isang accredited manufacturer ng PHilMech
mula sa Bacolod city.
38
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Ang mga sagot ay makikita sa loob ng magasin
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TULARAWAN

TAO AT PAGBABAGO NG KLIMA
Matinding tagtuyot
Mainit na panahon
Malakas na bagyo
Baha, baha, baha
Ang mga ito ay dulot
Ng klimang nagbabago
Tao
Ikaw ang dahilan nito
Gubat ay kinakalbo
Kuryente at tubig inaaksaya mo
Sasakyang gamit ay krudo
Dulot nito ay klimang nagbabago

PHOTO: MIKE ERSKINE
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Tao
Kaya mong baguhin ito
Magtanim ng puno, ingatan ito
Basura ay bawasan
Gamitin muli,
Gawing kapaki-pakinabang
Gumamit ng nababagong enerhiya
Mula araw, tubig, hangin at iba pa
Iwasan ang paggamit ng plastic,
Di nabubulok ito
Nagbabara pa sa estero
Tao
Maglakad, magbisikleta
Bawasan ang paggamit
Sasakyang de-gasolina
Panatilihing malinis at maganda
Inang Kalikasang nag-iisa

PHOTO: DAN OTIS
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ITO ANG

PHILMECH

Nagsimula ang PHilMech bilang National Postharvest Institute for Research and Extension (NAPHIRE) noong 1978
sa pamamagitan ng Presidential Decree No. 1380. Ang NAPHIRE ay naging attached agency ng Department of
Agriculture noong 1986. Naging Bureau of Postharvest Research and Extension (BPRE) ito noong 1992 dahil sa
Executive Order 116. Ang BPRE ay naging PHilMech noong 2009 dahil sa EO 366 o ang Rationalization Program ng
gobyerno.
Habang ang buong mundo ay patuloy na lumalaban sa epekto ng COVID-19, tuloy pa rin ang trabaho ng mga kawani
ng PHilMech upang ang ating mga magsasaka at mangingisda ay mapaglingkuran sa gitna ng pandemya. Nararapat
lamang ito dahil ang mga magsasaka at mangingisda ay patuloy na nagtratrabaho upang mabigyan ng pagkain ang
kanilang pamilya at kapwa Pilipino.
Sa ikalawang taon ng Rice Competitiveness Enhancement Program, na kung saan nangunguna ang PHilMech sa
programa ng mekanisasyon, patuloy ang pamamahagi ng makinarya sa iba’t-ibang asosasyon ng magsasaka sa
buong PIlipinas kasabay ang mga on-line training o ang bagong normal na pagsasanay.
Kahit may pandemya, sisiguraduhin ng PHilMech na maipaabot nito ang kaniyang tulong sa mga magsasakang
nangangailangan ng mga makinaryang pansaka at makatapos-ani. Ito ay gagawin sa ligtas at maingat na paraan
upang ang ating mga magsasaka ay kayang makipagsabayan sa mga magsasaka sa karatig bansa.

Nagustuhan mo ba ang aming magasin? Ipa-alam sa amin ang gusto n'yong makita sa
susunod na isyu! Gamitin ang smartphone na may QR Code Reader para i-scan ang
QR Code para masagutan ang aming survey form!

PHilMech Central Office CLSU Compound, Science City of Muñoz, Nueva Ecija
Tel: +63 932 869 6837 (SUN); +63 917 813 0852 (GLOBE)
Manila Liaison Office 3rd floor, ATI Building, Elliptical Road, Diliman, Quezon City
Tel: (02) 927 4019/4129
od@philmech.gov.ph

www.philmech.gov.ph

DA-PHilMech

